The DeustoTech Institute (http://deustotech.deusto.es/) from the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Deusto (Bilbao, Spain) is looking for young but experienced researchers in the areas such as Artificial Intelligence, Pervasive Computing and Computer Systems. The positions are directed to researchers and they are intended to offer temporal research positions for, at least, two years for Juan de la Cierva grants, and five years for Ramón y Cajal grants. Researchers will also receive a start-up funding for their research costs.

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functions
We are looking for researchers in at least one of the next areas:
- Artificial Intelligence (Data Science, Machine/Deep Learning, Natural Language Processing...).
- Pervasive Computing (Internet of Things/People, Seamless Positioning and Navigation Algorithms...).
- Computer Systems (Cloud Computing, Blockchain...).

Requisites
To be eligible for Juan de la Cierva Formación, Incorporación, or Ramón y Cajal the applicants must have their PhD completed before January 1st 2018, 2015, and 2009 respectively. We are looking for researchers in at least one of the next areas: Artificial Intelligence (Data Science, Machine/Deep Learning, Natural Language Processing...), Pervasive Computing (Internet of Things/People, Seamless Positioning and Navigation Algorithms...) and Computer Systems (Cloud Computing, Blockchain...).